Features
Pay4SchoolStuff is an innovative online management solution for public and private school and
affiliated organization (PTA/PTO's, Booster Clubs, etc.) parents and staff. It is designed to
be easy to use and convenient in order to quickly and easily set up an account, log in and pay
for items, and have full recordkeeping and report capability. The unique feature of our system is
that it allows complete customization of your payment menu, AND allows one or several user
groups from the same school to set up any payment items and, if desired, receive their funds
separately, while parents only see one menu listing all of the groups' payment items. Some of
the things you can do on the site are:

















Collect information from parents with the use of Zero-Cost items for anything from
volunteering opportunities to survey responses to where to deliver mulch
Eliminate the use of forms and paper through the use of the Form Creator
or Document Upload
Access a school menu or item quickly through a URL or the Marketplace
Process payments quickly with POS swipe readers
Limit the Inventory of each apparel item, class roster, tickets, etc. with the Inventory
Controls
Allow monthly billing for any item with the Recurring Billing Feature
Set up accounts for all parents with the Mass Parent Account Upload feature
Create online apparel stores with the Image Upload feature to display spirit wear and
other items
Adjust the distribution of transaction fees for any payment item using Price Controls
Customize all Payment Names and Items to tailor the site to your organization or
school
Generate reports quickly and print or save to Excel for any item, parent, student, grade,
etc., and set reports to be sent automatically
Create your own options for parents to choose from with the Choices feature
Control when any item is available for payment with easy to use Date Controls
E-mail any or all parents with the Internal Communication Function
Create a membership directory in minutes by generating a report of all account
information
Allow parents to make Open Amount Donations by filling in their own dollar amount

Fees
The basic processing cost for payment items is 2.99% + 26 cents per item. American Express,
Visa, MC and Discover are accepted. How you structure this cost is your decision. You can
pass all, some or none of the costs to parents for any individual item. So adding the total fee
onto a $10.00 item puts the total parent cost at $10.56, or if your school were to absorb the cost
of this $10 item, your net would be $9.44. In addition, there is no fee whatsoever to collect zerocost information or non-fee registrations of any type. Deposits of all transactions are made to
your bank account electronically every week. Depending upon which version of the website you
choose ($0 for Basic), there may be a one-time start-up fee of $129 (Plus) or $249 (Pro.
Additional Information:
If you would like to gain a better understanding of the operation of the system, you can open a
Trial account in “Take a Test Drive.” Access instructions on using features and functions in the
Administrator How to Manual under "Admin Resources” in the Footer on the Landing Page.
There is also an online tour and Quick Start Instructions for parents. In addition, we have made
a copy of our brochure, press releases, comparisons with other products, and other
information to help you learn more and to get the word out to your community about using the
site,

